MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION FL 1
This section of road is an arm of the Fieldhouse
Lane, although it is not clearly signed as such .
The road runs in a south westerly direction
from Coopers Café to Koppers. Soft landscaping
is minimal along this section, with only narrow
grass verges and a self seeded tree to soften
the impact of the view along the road. The
road surface is in a poor condition and the lack
of parking within the estate is very evident on
this road impeding access and damaging grass
verges. The vacant property (Cobham Old Site)
is an unfortunate fist impression when entering
this road.

Differing building styles,
boundary treatments, and
signage styles look a little
cluttered.

Businesses within code FL1
Koppers
Clear Drains
Symrise
A.H. Tripp & Sons
Stevend Engineering
Motorworx
Koppers

Key Issues
Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Parking & Traffic
Grass verge damaged through
cars regularly parking on it.
Grass verge would be a good location for
tree planting. The wall behind could be
planted with climbers.

Self seeding sycamore tree is the
only green ‘relief’ when looking
along the road

Parked cars either side of road
impeding movement of traffic.

Plum slate used as a low
maintenance alternative to
plants. Both planting beds
could be used for tree planting.

Grass verge almost bare
through cars parking on it
regularly. Possible location of
outdoor seating for cafe

Unmaintained vacant property carpark
protection measures are unattractive
and ineffective.
Road signage unclear. Not
obvious that this is a section
of Fieldhouse Lane.

Building appearance & occupancy

Access & entrances
Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - FL 1

View towards Koppers from outside Coopers Café. Paths and grass
verges have been parked on for most of the road impeded the use of
footpaths by pedestrians. Landscape features are limited. Only a self
seeded tree is visible at the far end of the road.

’Planting beds’ to the front of
Symrise have been covered with
plum slate. Good opportunity for
tree planting to soften the impact of
the buildings along the road

View towards Coopers Café. Again the absence of trees and shrubs to
soften the road is evident.

The grass verge outside Coopers is
now bare compacted soil as a result
of parking cars.

Abandoned and vandalised cars demonstrate the ineffectiveness of
the concrete barriers.

This grass verge is one of the few on
the estate that hasn’t been
damaged by parking vehicles

The vacant property to the left of the image impacts hugely on the
view and on perceptions of this area of the estate

Businesses within code FL1
Koppers
Clear Drains
Symrise
A.H. Tripp & Sons
Stevend Engineering
Motorworx

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION FL 2
This section of Field house Lane runs from
Coppers Café towards the Crowne Plaza and
stops where the road is bridged by the A404.
Her, cars are restricted to parking on the south
side of the road, and traffic movement is a little
smoother. Again dominated by the vacant
property to the left of the plan, the road is
open, green and feels a little more ‘controlled’
than other roads on the estate.

Mature ornamental cherry trees
along verge offer some screening
of the vacant property.

Double yellow lines restrict parking
on the east side of the road give a
more open, less congested feel to
this stretch of road.

Mature whitebeam and bird cherry
over grass verge looks attractive
and softens the impact of the
building behind.

Old Cobham
Site

CSL

Businesses within code FL2

Unmaintained vacant property
carpark protection measures are

The Marlow Club
All other properties facing the road are vacant.

unattractive and ineffective.

Grass verge around vacant
property offers little to deter illegal
access to the carpark.

Gravel area is low maintenance and
tidy, but could offer more
landscape interest and partially
screen the building wall facing onto
road.

The Marlow
Club

Key Observations
Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Parking & Traffic

Wooded area adjacent to railway
appears unmaintained. Offers the
estate some wildlife value.

Building appearance & occupancy

Access & entrances
Heading toward the Crowne Plaza
Hotel, the road appears from a
distance to be a dead end. Only the
small hotel sign at the junction of
the Parkway and Fieldhouse Lane
indicates that this is the correct
route.

Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - FL 2

View towards Coopers Café from Marlow Fitness Club. Shrub planting
here is a little too imposing, and appears to be continually maintained
to avoid it growing into the road.

Laurel shrub planting and whitebeam trees combine well to offer an
attractive combination that screens the building but still allows views
along the road.

The imposing walls of The Marlow Club are imposing and would
benefit from softening through appropriate landscaping.

Parking on grass verges is not monitored or controlled and appears to
be acceptable. This leads to the ongoing damage of grass verges here
and throughout the estate.

The vacant property to the left of the image impacts hugely on the
view and on perceptions of this area of the estate. The grass verge
surrounding the carpark does little to stop illegal access of the
carpark.

Businesses within code FL2
The Marlow Club
All other properties facing the road are vacant.

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION FL 3

Network
House

Grass verge no longer exists. Replaced
now with a hard surfaced strip with a
line of unattractive concrete blocks.
Would benefit from opening up and
reinstating as a planting bed. Hedge &
tree planting similar to that used
opposite might be a good solution

This junction at the very centre of the estate
fells like anything but a centre. The Coopers
Café gives the area a meeting place feel,
however the landscape again is dominated by
parked cars and other than a large silver birch
tree, there are no trees or shrubs to soften the
impact of the buildings.

The landscape on the opposite side of the road
is not unattractive. Hedge, shrub and tree
planting give the road verge a far less harsh
appearance, and where possible, this should be
replicated within this area of the estate.

Attractive native hedge planting gives
much needed landscape structure to
the area.
Roadside parking adds to the cluttered
appearance of the area when arriving
via Parkway

Building and road signage is cluttered
and confusing.

A good example of road side
landscaping. The shrub area could be
‘gapped up’, however the tree planting
over the grass verge works well in this
location.
Tree planting along the front of the
building here will help soften their
impact
Large Willow impeded access along
footpath. Tree work required

Businesses within code FL3
Sorb Engineering
Tower Garage
Marlow Tyres
Clear Drains
Interplay
Coopers Café
Genesis Gym

Key Issues
Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Parking & Traffic
Building appearance & occupancy

Access & entrances
Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - FL 4

View of Fieldhouse Lane taken from the Junction nr. Sorb
Engineering. There appears some relief from road side parking though
the placing of traffic cones. However further along, the footpath is
obscured by parked cars.

Attractive tree planting (ornamental pears) could be replicated on the
opposite side of road, creating a tree avenue.

This stretch of road is where the nearer architecture of Seagate House
meets older more industrial brick buildings. The landscaping
surrounding Seagate House is well design and well maintained.

Grass verge in good condition.
Opportunities to increase landscape
value here should be explored.

Midway along this road, the tarmac opens out to large expanses on
carparking to cater for employees at Softcat.

Temporary litter bins is unattractive
and overflowing.

Expansive carparking could be broken up and softened with the
introduction of tree planting.

Businesses within code FL4
Softcat
Sorb Engineering
Tower Garage
Network House include all businesses (Jessops,
Data Select, Expansys

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION FL 5
This is a ‘tributary’ of Fieldhouse Lane , also
called Fieldhouse Lane, which confuses new
visitors to the estate. The vacant Lunar House’s
landscape is currently unmaintained and is
unfortunately the first property seen when
entering the estate here.
Inconsistent signage and To Let signs are
another unfortunate first impression on arrival.

Businesses within code FL5
Lunar House – Vacant Premises
Residential Properties to the north – should be
consulted about any improvements made here.

Vacant Property

Key Issues
Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Parking & Traffic
Road verge bordering onto residential
property appears to have been cleared
recently, however, appears untidy and
is in need of panting with shrubs and
trees to reflect the plant style of Lunar
House opposite

The carpark of the vacant lunar house
is protect using large red and white
concert blocks. A robust but
unattractive solution

The vacant Lunar House is
unfortunately the first impression of
the estate when arrived via Fieldhouse
Lane

Building appearance & occupancy

Access & entrances
Outdated and To Let signs are a
unattractive first impression on arrival.
It is unclear that Fieldhouse Lane
heads in two directions at this point.

Hedge Planting surrounding Jubilee
House offers good structure to the
estate on arrival.

Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - FL 5

View of Fieldhouse Lane taken from the chicanes on the main
Fieldhouse Lane route through the Estate. This is a congested and
over parked road. Coupled with dated signs and To let noticed, this
road doesn’t offer a great first impression of the estate.

If maintained, the grass verge, shrub and tree planting are very
attractive, and could be replicated on the road verge opposite.

Parked cars make for a narrow road leading the office at Globeside.

Car parking migrates onto the
footpath further along the road,
requiring pedestrians to access the
Globeside Estate down the centre of
the road.

Verges are bare and inhabited only be weeds.

Temporary concrete barriers at the
carpark entrance to the rear of the
vacant Lunar House do little to help
alleviate the first impressions. The
are certainly robust, but not
attractive.

There is evidence of scrub clearance by BID project, however shrub
and tree planting would be welcomed here.

Businesses within code FL5
Lunar House – Vacant Premises
Residential Properties to the north – should be
consulted about any improvements made here.

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION FL 6
This area includes the entrance to the estate
through Fieldhouse Lane from the north. A
very low key entrance , demarcated only by a
chicane and bollards that indicate that visitors
have entered the estate. Neighbouring
residential property gardens, and inconsistent
signage make for a confusing arrival, with little
indication of where visitors to should head on
arrival. The most prominent landscape feature
is unfortunately a row of strangely prune
conifer trees that feature in residential
property directly adjacent to the estate.
No visible signage when approaching
from Newtown Road.

Bollards are varying in style.

Businesses within code FL6

Approaching the estate, on e of the
most notable feature is a row of oddly
pruned conifer trees.

Lunar House – Vacant Premises
Residential Properties to the north – should be
consulted about any improvements made here.

Key Issues
Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Parking & Traffic
Building appearance & occupancy

Access & entrances
Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - FL 6

A view approaching the estate along Newtown Road. The are no signs
to make visitors aware that they are at the estate.

The chicane in the road is a measure
to control the size of vehicles taking
this route to the estate.

Varying designs of bollard where one
has been damaged in the past.

Businesses within code FL6
Lunar House – Vacant Premises
Residential Properties to the north – should be
consulted about any improvements made here.

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION FL 7

Jubilee
House

The area is a attractively landscaped stretch of
Fieldhouse Lane, including trees, shrubs and
hedges that would be great to replicate
throughout the less well landscaped areas of
the estate. Benefiting from occupied and well
maintained offices, the road here gives a
positive impression of the estate.

Attractively landscaped shrub and tree
combination to the front of Lunar and
Seagate House

Vacant Property
Some compacting of scrub beds where
pedestrian take short cut to access
Seagate House.

Businesses within code FL7
Lunar House – Vacant Premises
Softcat
Network House include all businesses (Jessops,
Data Select, Expansys

Mature silver birch & poplar trees give
height to the road here, and help
reduce the impact of large office
buildings.

Whitebeam Trees planted above
evergreen shrub planting is a
successful combination that appears at
a number of locations throughout the
estate

Key Issues
Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Parking & Traffic
Building appearance & occupancy

Access & entrances
Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - FL 7

A very green stretch of Fieldhouse Lane. Attractive Planting that
should be replicated throughout the estate.

White beam trees over evergreen shrub planting works very
successfully here.

Entrance to Jubilee House is well landscaped, with mature trees
helping to soften the impact of large office buildings.

Hedge Planting surrounding Network
House gives good structure to this
area of the estate.

Well ‘manicured’ shrub planting
surrounding Seagate House.

Poplar trees towering above the road.

Compaction of the shrub bed at the entrance to Seagate House. A
temporary barrier and new planting required here.

Businesses within code FL7
Lunar House – Vacant Premises
Softcat
Network House include all businesses (Jessops,
Data Select, Expansys

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION PW1
First impressions when approaching the estate
along Parkway could be improved. Entrances
into properties are untidy at the northern end
of the road, and barriers to restrict access to
vacant carparks are poor in places. This is
however a very green road, with many trees,
hedges and partially successful shrub planting.
The trees successfully screen building s and
where the buildings are visible, further planting
is suggested. The grass verges suffer from
uncontrolled car parking, and some stretches
are devoid of grass altogether.
Some landscape verges and maintained well,
whilst others appear neglected.

Businesses within code PW1
Andron Handling Ltd
IHG Hotels Ltd
Enigma Visual Solutions Ltd
Wilkins (Henley) Ltd
Alliance Disposables Ltd
Network House. PJ Investment Group including Jessops, Data Select
etc.
Globe House. No tenants and undergoing refurbishment.
Eclipse (Formerly Planer House) No tenants and undergoing
refurbishment.
Volvo House. Empty and awaiting redevelopment.

Key Issues
Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Entrance to Third Avenue is
attractively landscaped and
treatment should be used at all
access points along Parkway

Unmaintained vacant property carpark
protection measure employed here is
very unattractive

Tree planting within carparks proved n
attractive green vista when entering
the estate along Parkway
Grass verge damaged through cars
regularly parking on it, especially so
towards the centre of the estate.

The landscaping at the entrance to
First Avenue is untidy, confused,
unmaintained and in need of a
redesign.

Parking & Traffic
Building appearance & occupancy

Untidy planting, utility boxes, and
unmown verges make for an
unimpressive drive onto the estate

Access & entrances
Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - PW1

The treatment to the entrance of the vacant property is very
unattractive, and a poor first impression of the estate

A more suitable treatment of a
vacant property entrance.

The landscaping surrounding the Alliance unit entrance could be
planted to the landscape quality elsewhere on the estate.

A good example of clear attractive signage that could be used
throughout the estate

Grass verge maintenance could be
improvement.

Attractive and well maintained landscaping towards the centre e of
the estate. Again Whitebeam trees are used.

Hotel signage dotted along Parkway.

Verges are completely bare from
uncontrolled car parking.

Businesses within code PW1

Shrub planting and signage is attractive and could be
replicated at other entrances along Parkway

Climbing plants could help screen
less attractive buildings

Andron Handling Ltd
IHG Hotels Ltd
Enigma Visual Solutions Ltd
Wilkins (Henley) Ltd
Alliance Disposables Ltd
Network House. PJ Investment Group including Jessops, Data Select
etc.
Globe House. No tenants and undergoing refurbishment.
Eclipse (Formerly Planer House) No tenants and undergoing
refurbishment.
Volvo House. Empty and awaiting redevelopment.

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
LOCATION SA1
From the junction between Station Road &
Lock Road, there are few clues that the estate
exists. From the junction between Lock Road
and Station Approach, it’s possible to make out
a large white and out of date sign and metal
palisade fencing, which for visitors entering
the estate from the centre of Marlow is the
first impression. On arrival, little or no
landscape shrub or tree planting allows the
1960 style brick buildings dominate the view.

Little or not signage to indicate that
the estate exists from Station Road

Low timber post and rail fencing is
crumbling around properties.

The poor condition and soft landscaping is
further emphasised by sitting directly next to
Globeside.

Businesses within code SA1
London Print Finishers
TTi Training Centre
Coopers Antennas

Vacant office and warehouse units
offer a bleak first impression of the
estate

Key Issues

Poorly maintained planting bed could
be planted attractively to offer visitors
a far better first impression of the
estate

Landscape appearance &
Maintenance
Parking & Traffic

Minimal soft landscape makes for a
very grey and baron looking landscape
Landscape here could be greatly
improved. Tree planting would help
mitigate the impact of large industrial
units. Advantage needs to be taken of
every planting bed available for shrub
and tree planting.

Roadside parking is an issue, pushing
pedestrian to walk down the road

Building appearance & occupancy

Access & entrances
Building & Road Signage

MARLOW BID ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS LANDSCAPE AUDIT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS - SA1

First Impressions at the function to Lock Road are good. Local
residents appear to take great pride in what appears to be a
community garden space around the telephone box.

The positive first impressions are shortly lived, as visitors pass the
vacant property on Lock Road. Unshaped hedge planting offers some
screening and would benefit from shaping and ‘gapping up’.

On entering, the landscape in dominated by large 1960’s style brick
offices and industrial units. The absence of any soft landscape
makes for a baron and expansive landscape, broken only by parked
cars, untidy post and rail fencing and redundant signage.

Vacant buildings give an impression that the Station Approach end of
the estate is uncared for.

Galvanised palisade fencing used at two locations along Station
Approach could be perceived as unwelcoming.

The imposing large brick walls overlooking Station Approach could
be made more interesting through climbing plants, and through
possibly painting them.

Businesses within code SA1
Tti Training
Cooper Antennae's

